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The R.A.P. has turned out cumbersome in practice, preventing

flexible decision-taking. A better solution would be to have

the Director of Studies, in consultation with Sit, making the

dccisions,but consulting the Chairman on matters of principle,

policy or sensibility.

3. If we are to engage a programme of training speakers

for "free enterprise - Conservative-students, Conservative

Trade-Unionists, Managers, et al - the intellectual levels

and organisational problems will have little in corrmon with

the study and publications's function. It would be better

to hive them off as a Centre for Free Speech - or any other

name. Gerry Frost is designated to do this with one secretary.

If it grows, it grows.

4. Colin Clark's functions would need analysis before we

decide how he fits in. Is he really working for the Centre,

for FEE, for the Conservative leacership? Would he be better

under the ~hrella of KJ's private cabinet or as a separate

estate, or tndeed located at the lEA where he would enjoy

their library facilities? At all events, he will be with us only

another year.
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5. rfuat we lack here is a decent library, in the sense

of a research library, h'!t~. all the material in one room,

run by a research-officer cum librarian of Ken Smith calibre.

This would best be attached to the CPS.

6. As you may know, Norman Strauss is working towards the

establishrr.ent of a special unit working direct to MT, helped

by John Hoskyns and perhaps Terry Price and others. He will

need a few roons and a conference room. Ne might do ""ell to

work under one roof with him and share facilities. We could

take a medium-sized town house. I should be glad to get out

of this slum, which lacks facilities.
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